Class of 1995
Listing of Lost Alumni
October 2013*

We do not have current contact information for these alumni. Can you help us reconnect with them? If you have correct contact information for any of the alumni listed below, please contact the Oberlin College Alumni Office at (440) 775-8692, (800) 693-3167, or alumni@oberlin.edu. You can also contact Class President Verlinda Powell at verla12@hotmail.com. Thank you!

Mika Asakura                      Gillian Giuffra                      Mary Owen
Alexander Astaras                Stuart Glasser                      Langdon Page
Nathaniel Bacon                  Monica Gries                        Jung Park
Jefferson Bailey                 Robert Gross                         George Patterson
Kira Bernstein                   Liza Grossman                       Timothy Paul
Alicia Koundakjian Best          Christopher Gustafson                  Valentine Pechatnov
Joshua Birdsall                  Steven Gutierrez                     Stephani Pierce
Dirk Bjornstad                   Syed Haider                          Markeith Reed
Barbara Blasko                   Teresa Hane                           Mildred Ritchie
Jacqueline Bootes                Shira Hoffman                        Leslie Ryang
Heather Brigham                  John Hultgren                        Rivka Sachdev
Tobin Brogunier                  Peter Jaques                         Carlos Sanchez
Kathryn Browning                 Aziza Jimerson                      David Schrey
Adam Carsen                      Sisi Johnson                         Cassidy Schulman
Wing-Mui Chan                    Jerry Jung                            Kimberly Serrano
Ann Cho                          Tanya Kliefoth                       Qing-Tian Shang
Edward Chowdhury                 Sevasti Koemtzopoulos                  Mario Sismondo
David Davis                      Juliet Lin                              Julie Smith
Jeanmarie de Quiroz             Maria Linn                             Mallicant Souris
Melissa Dunlap                   Francesca LoMonaco                     Avinash Tantri
Trevis Dye                       Meredith Lurie                        Maria Thompson
Christopher Ebbeson              Daniel MacAdam                        Colleen Triplett
Vicki Edens                      Eric Maki                             Rebecca Turner
Tilke Elkins                     Jeffrey Mandelbaum                     Brian Turton
Joshua Fisher                    Patricia Martelotti                    April Vene
Margaret Flynn                   Tamara Matthews                        Kristin Walsh
Jacqueline Foley                 Bradley McClintic                      Megumi Watanabe
Jose Freire                      Larissa Min                             Megan Whelan
Kristin Froling                  Michael Moffa                          James Wilcox
Ping Gao                         Keri Murawski                          Marcus Wogart
Morgan Geist                     Yvetter Nixon

*This list was compiled on October 4, 2013.